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Abstra t

Produ t units in the hidden layer of multilayer neural networks provide a powerful me hanism for
neural networks to eÆ iently learn higher-order ombinations of inputs. Training produ t unit networks
using lo al optimization algorithms is diÆ ult due to an in reased number of lo al minima and in reased
han es of network paralysis. This paper dis usses the problems with using gradient des ent to train produ t unit neural networks, and shows that parti le swarm optimization, geneti algorithms and LeapFrog
are eÆ ient alternatives to su essfully train produ t unit neural networks.
I. Introdu tion

Standard multilayer neural networks (NN) use summation units in the hidden and output layers to
ompute the net input signal to units. For summation units the net input signal is a weighted sum of the
inputs onne ted to that unit. Resear h has shown that these summation unit neural networks (SUNN)
an approximate any ontinuous fun tion to an arbitrary degree of a ura y, provided that the hidden
layers ontain a suÆ ient number of hidden units [3℄, [7℄. Produ t units (PU) present an alternative to
ompute the net input signal, with the advantages of in reased information apa ity and the ability to
form higher-order ombinations of inputs. Consequently, the network ar hite ture an be redu ed, and
the error in approximation de reased.
Several neural network ar hite tures have been developed to in orporate higher-order terms. These
ar hite tures in lude se ond-order NNs [12℄, higher-order NNs [4℄, [13℄, sigma-pi NNs [6℄, fun tional link
NNs [8℄ and produ t unit NNs [1℄, [10℄, [11℄. This paper on entrates on the training of produ t unit
neural networks (PUNN).
Gradient des ent (GD) is possibly the most popular optimization algorithm to train multilayer NNs.
While GD has shown to be su essful in training SUNNs, GD fails to train PUNNs in general. PUs
introdu e more lo al minima, deep ravines and large valleys in the sear h spa e that trap or paralyze
GD. These de ien ies of GD are dis ussed with referen e to a spe i fun tion approximation problem.
Global optimization algorithms are then investigated as an alternative approa h to train PUNNs.
Se tion II presents the training rule for PUNNs using gradient des ent. The sear h spa e of PUNNs
and problems with GD are illustrated in se tion III. A summary of the global optimization algorithms
used in this study is given in se tion III. Results are presented and dis ussed in se tion IV.
II. Produ t Unit Training Rule

Produ t unit neural networks were introdu ed by Durbin and Rumelhart [1℄, and further explored by
Janson and Frenzel [10℄ and Leerink et al [11℄. Instead of using the usual summation units where the
net input signal is omputed as
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In equations (1) and (2) nety ;p is the net input signal to unit yj for pattern p, zi;p is the a tivation value
of unit zi for pattern p, vji is the weight between units yj and zi , and I is the total number of units in
the previous layer (in luding a bias unit).
While Durbin and Rumelhart suggested two types of networks in orporating PUs [1℄, i.e. (1) ea h
SU is dire tly onne ted to the input units, and also onne ted to a group of dedi ated PUs, and (2)
alternating layers of produ t and summation units are used, terminating the network with a summation
unit, this paper assumes a three layer NN with PUs only in the hidden layer and linear a tivation
fun tions in all layers. Using this ar hite ture, and assuming that the imaginary part an be removed
(see [1℄ for a motivation of the removal of the imaginary part),
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If the mean squared error (MSE) is used as obje tive fun tion, the error in approximation is
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where P is the total number of training patterns, K is the number of outputs, tk;p is the desired output
for the k-th output unit for a spe i pattern p, and ok;p is the a tual output of the NN. If GD is used,
the hange in hidden-to-output weights is as for standard SUs, i.e.
wkj =
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For the input-to-hidden weights, the update equations hange due to the PUs, with
vji =
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where Æy is the usual ba k-propagated error signal. In equation (9),
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III. Sear h Spa e for Produ t Unit Neural Networks

(10)

A major advantage of produ t units is an in reased information apa ity ompared to summation
units [1℄, [11℄. Durbin and Rumelhart showed that the information apa ity of a single PU (as measured
by its apa ity for learning random boolean patterns) is approximately 3N , ompared to 2N for a single
SU (N is the number of inputs to the unit) [1℄. The larger apa ity means that fun tions approximated
using PUs will require less pro essing elements than required if SUs were used.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of PU sear h spa e for f (z ) = z 3

While PUNNs provide an advantage in having smaller network ar hite tures, a major drawba k of
PUs is an in reased number of lo al minima, deep ravines and valleys. The sear h spa e for PUs is
usually extremely onvoluted. Gradient des ent, whi h works best when the sear h spa e is relatively
smooth, therefore frequently gets trapped in lo al minima or be omes paralyzed (whi h o urs when
the gradient of the error with respe t to the urrent weight is lose to zero). Leerink et al illustrated
that the 6-bit parity problem ould not be trained using GD and PUs [11℄. Two reasons were identi ed
to explain why GD failed: (1) weight initialization and (2) the presen e of lo al minima. The initial
weights of a network is usually omputed as small random numbers. Leerink et al argued that this is
the worst possible hoi e of initial weights, and suggested that larger initial weights be used instead. In
our experien e, GD only manages to train PUNNs when the weights are initialized in lose proximity of
the optimal weight values [9℄ - the optimal weight values are, however, usually not available.
As an example to illustrate the omplexity of the sear h spa e for PUs, onsider the approximation
of the fun tion f (z) = z3, with z 2 [ 1; 1℄. Only one PU is needed, resulting in a 1-1-1 NN ar hite ture
(that is, one input, one hidden and one output unit). In this ase the optimal weight values are v = 3 (the
input-to-hidden weight) and w = 1 (the hidden-to-output weight). Figure 1 visualizes the sear h spa e
for v 2 [ 1; 4℄ and w 2 [ 1; 1:5℄. The error is omputed as the mean squared error over 500 randomly
generated patterns. Figure 1 learly illustrates 3 minima, with the global minimum at v = 3; w = 1.
Initial small random weights will ause the network to be trapped in one of the lo al minima (having
very large MSE). Large initial weights may also be a bad hoi e. Assume an initial weight v  4. The
derivative of the error with respe t to v is extremely large due to the steep gradient of the error surfa e.
Consequently, a large weight update will be made whi h may ause jumping over the global minimum.
The neural network either be omes trapped in a lo al minimum, or os illates between the extreme points
of the error surfa e.
A global optimization algorithm is rather needed to allow sear hing of larger parts of the sear h spa e.
Simulated annealing [11℄, random sear h [11℄ and geneti algorithms have already been used su essfully
to train PUNNs [10℄. In this paper we show that PSO and LeapFrog are other eÆ ient andidates to
train PUNNs. The paper also shows that random sear h is an ineÆ ient approa h to train PUNNs.
A short summary of the global optimization algorithms used for this study is given below:
 Random Sear h: At ea h epo h randomly perturb a weight ve tor with uniform noise until the





spe i ed number of epo hs or the MSE threshold has been rea hed. The solution is the weight
ve tor that orresponds to the lowest MSE on the test set.
Parti le Swarm Optimization (PSO): PSO is a population based sear h pro edure where the
individuals, referred to as parti les, are grouped into a swarm [2℄. Ea h parti le in the swarm
represents a andidate solution to the optimization problem. Ea h parti le is \ own" through the
multidimensional sear h spa e, adjusting its position in sear h spa e a ording to own experien e
and that of neighboring parti les. A parti le therefore makes use of the best position en ountered
by itself and the best position of neighbors to position itself towards the global minimum. The
performan e of ea h parti le is measured as the MSE on the training set. For the purposes of this
study, a parti le represents the weight ve tor of a NN, in luding biases.
Geneti Algorithms (GA): GAs are based on the prin iple of natural evolution where prin iples
su h as survival of the ttest, natural sele tion, reprodu tion and mutation are used to produ e a
\best" individual [5℄. In a GA, a population of individuals ompete to survive. Ea h individual
represents one andidate solution, whi h is, in our ase, a weight ve tor (in luding biases) of a NN.
The survival strength, or tness, of an individual is measured as a fun tion of the MSE on the
training
set, i.e. f (w~ ) = 1=(1 + M SE (w~ )). Ea h weight is mapped into a 30 bit binary number,
(230 1) w w w w . The top 20% of ea h population is ulled, and two-point rossover is used with
random sele tion. However, 40% of the new generation is reated through rossover where at least
one of the parents is in the top 20% of the urrent population. Random mutation is used.
LeapFrog Optimization (LFOP): LeapFrog is an optimization approa h based on the physi al
problem of the motion of a parti le of unit mass in an n-dimensional onservative for e eld [14℄.
The potential energy of the parti le in the for e eld is represented by the fun tion to be minimized
- in the ase of NNs, the potential energy is the MSE. The obje tive is to onserve the total energy
of the parti le within the for e eld, where the total energy onsists of the parti le's potential and
kineti energy. The optimization method simulates the motion of the parti le, and by monitoring
the kineti energy, an interfering strategy is adapted to appropriately redu e the potential energy.
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IV. Experimental Results

This se tion applies the global optimization
algorithms listed above to the following fun tions:
 The quadrati fun tion f (z ) = z 2, with z  U ( 1; 1). The training and test sets onsisted of 50
distin t randomly sele ted patterns. A 1-1-1 PUNN was used. The following optimal parameter
values were used for PSO: an a eleration onstant of 1.0, maximum velo ity of 1.5, initial weights
in the range [ 0:925; 0:925℄, and 50 parti les. The optimal parameter values used for the GA were
a 0.01 probability of mutation, a 0.7 probability of rossover, an a population of 50 individuals.
 The ubi fun tion f (z ) = z 3 0:04z , with z  U ( 1; 1). The training and test sets onsisted of
50 distin t randomly sele ted patterns. A 1-2-1 PUNN was used. The optimal parameter values
used for PSO were an a eleration of 1.0, maximum velo ity of 1.0, initial weights in the range
[ 0:95; 0:95℄ and 50 parti les. For the GA, the optimal parameter values were a 0.01 probability of
mutation, a 0.7 probability of rossover, and a population of 50 individuals.
 The henon-map zt = 1 + 0:3zt 2 1:4zt2 1, with z1 ; z2  U ( 1; 1). The training and test sets
onsisted of 200 distin t randomly sele ted patterns. A 1-5-1 PUNN ar hite ture was used. PSO
used the following optimal parameter values: an a eleration of 0.1, maximum velo ity of 0.1, initial
weights in the range [ 0:875; 0:875℄ and 50 parti les. For the GA a 0.005 probability of mutation,
a 0.7 probability of rossover and a population of 100 individuals.
Thirty simulations were performed for ea h of the global optimization algorithms using PUs. Di erent
training sets and initial weights were used for ea h of the simulations. Ea h simulation was exe uted for
500 epo hs, where an epo h is one training pass through the training set. Results reported are averages
over the 30 simulations and 95% on den e intervals as obtained from the t-distribution.
Table I summarizes the average mean squared error for the training and test sets after 500 epo hs
for ea h problem and optimization algorithm. In addition, gure 2 illustrates the learning pro les for
ea h optimization method for the test set (as measure of generalization performan e). Table II lists the
average number of epo hs to rea h spe i ed generalization levels.
Random sele tion with PUs showed to be ineÆ ient over the 500 epo hs. PSO and GA gave substantially better training errors and generalization for the quadrati and ubi fun tions. For the henon-map
PSO and GA a hieved very good results. However, LeapFrog perform the best. Figure 2 illustrates that

PSO

quadrati
ubi
henon-map
GA quadrati
ubi
henon-map
LFOP quadrati
ubi
henon-map
RS
quadrati
ubi
henon-map

Average Mean Squared Error
Training set
Test set

0:000117  0:000088
0:000075  0:000056
0:005738  0:004482
0:000272  0:000286
0:000214  0:000169
0:007233  0:005299
0:001583  0:000725
0:001554  0:001135
0:000947  0:001284
0:035612  0:015555
0:100760  0:022660
2:932112  0:081377

0:000116  0:000079
0:000270  0:000417
0:007176  0:005345
0:000407  0:000437
0:000487  0:000637
0:010576  0:009243
0:001930  0:000899
0:002203  0:001737
0:000901  0:001223
0:038345  0:014542
0:096286  0:019692
3:129933  0:074526

TABLE I
Mean squared error results

PSO

quadrati
ubi
henon-map
GA quadrati
ubi
henon-map
LFOP quadrati
ubi
henon-map
RS
quadrati
ubi
henon-map

0.1

2:47  0:70
2:13  0:73
69:33  15:40
3:50  0:94
2:00  0:62
36:30  5:41
63:10  12:47
49:80  7:47
53:20  10:46
356:21  3:54
477:92  6:74
-

0.01

Generalization Levels
0.001

31:37  9:38
97:03  30:87
284:30  97:72
19:00  3:77
73:70  16:59
149:90  45:79
69:50  9:55
72:50  8:20
85:0  12:56
500:00  22:36
500:00  22:36
-

113:27  29:37
315:30  109:38
485:53  105:63
87:60  49:10
392:50  190:24
459:80  37:49
149:90  82:34
145:40  90:75
123:20  58:00
-

0.0001

326:07  88:10
1207:97  340:77
906:60  74:32
172:30  64:86
1193:50  447:69
489:90  19:80
165:90  70:76
237:50  91:97
152:50  68:35
-

TABLE II
Convergen e to generalization levels ( onsidering only those simulations that did

onverge)

PSO and GA have larger redu tions in error early in training, rea hing low errors using substantially less
training epo hs (also refer to table II). To rea h MSE levels less than 0.001, LFOP showed to use mu h
less epo hs than do PSO and GA. These results suggest that evolutionary approa hes su h as PSO and
GAs be used for an initial training step, and that LFOP be used to re ne the weights to lower errors.
V. Con lusions

This paper dis ussed the de ien ies of lo al optimization algorithms, su h as gradient des ent, to train
produ t unit neural networks. The problems asso iated with the sear h spa e of PUNNs were dis ussed.
Experimental results have shown that parti le swarm optimization, geneti algorithms and LeapFrog
optimization are eÆ ient in training PUNNs. Ex ellent approximation a ura ies were obtained within
the 500 epo h limit. PSO and GAs have shown to rea h low errors very early in training.
Future work on PUs will in lude a omparison of PUNNs with SUNNs to determine what is gained
by using PUs. This investigation will test the hypotheses that PUNNs are more a urate, faster and use
smaller ar hite tures.
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Fig. 2. PSO, LFOP and GA generalization
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